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Abstract: Scenario analysis combined with system and market modelling is a well-established
method to evaluate technological and societal developments and their impacts on future energy
pathways. This paper presents a process-oriented method for developing consistent energy scenarios
using multiple energy system models. Its added value is that the developed energy scenarios
are consistent in a multi-model environment and practicable for a broader target group from
scientists to practitioners. The scenarios consist of comprehensive storylines and systematically
defined quantitative parameters. Following a step-by-step process, a condensed set of overlapping
descriptors is generated and used to define the scenarios in a consistent parameter matrix. The set of
descriptors allow consistent and comparable outputs independent of model-specific characteristics.
The corresponding quantitative parameters can be used by diverse energy system tools. Using
multiple models, a team of researchers can explore questions from differing points of view. In
an example study, we apply the method to develop scenarios in the context of a cellular energy
system. This approach enables the development of scenarios that provide a consistent basis for both
stakeholder discourse and multi-model system analysis.
Keywords: scenario development; multi-model analysis; cellular energy systems; energy system
modelling

1. Introduction
This paper presents a generic method for developing scenarios in a multi-model research
environment. The method meets two important requirements for scenario analyses. Firstly, it
describes probable future developments using a storyline approach. This enables heterogeneous
groups of stakeholders with different background knowledge to comprehend, discuss and evaluate
the research questions. Secondly, the approach permits consistent modelling with different types of
models by deriving a set of quantitative descriptors that meets the requirements of scientific analysis.
The parameters are determined in accordance with the descriptors in a step-by-step process that
combines a qualitative storyline with quantitative modelling. This procedure enables modellers
working in a cooperative project to analyse the specific research question in a comparable and
transparent way.
The proposed method can be used to develop energy scenarios in a customised and practicable
way that feature qualitative, comprehensive storylines and quantitative input parameters suitable
for energy system models (1). It renders multiple models capable of evaluating a research question
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collaboratively (2) while addressing a specific aspect of energy system research (3). We demonstrate
this by applying our method to a scenario for the evaluation of cellular energy systems.
Why is scenario development important for energy system research? Scenarios are a useful tool
to analyse options and conditions with high variability and uncertainty, e.g., long-term transition
pathways or costly investments [1]. Regarding energy systems, the decarbonisation of today’s electricity
generation represents a fundamental transformation. Key elements of this energy transition include
the phasing out of fossil-based energy sources, increasing energy efficiency at all levels of energy
conversion, introducing decentralised renewable power plants [2] and promoting regional energy
infrastructures that focus particularly on stakeholder participation [3]. In light of the many options
and variables in the energy system—many of them subject to fundamental changes—it is difficult
to forecast specific developments [4]. Therefore, it is necessary to identify possible pathways and
alternatives [4]. Scenario development and analysis is one way of putting potential developments into
context and analysing their implications. In order to analyse the various energy transition pathways
and their implications, scenarios are a common and suitable tool that enables a structured debate
with the involved stakeholders and institutions [5]. When doing so, not only the desired process of
transition but also the desired future state is taken into account to identify supportive or obstructive
path dependencies and effects due to long-lived investments [6]. Since scenarios are also used to
support structured decision making [5], energy scenario debates aim at defining a range of possible
alternative futures, but also at drawing the attention of stakeholders to the drivers and causalities that
lead to different outcomes [7,8].
Scenario development is also a core component of energy system analysis and is considered more
viable than a linear extrapolation of trends [9]. It is thus closely linked to energy system modelling [10].
Energy system models are a standard instrument used to analyse the impacts of possible evolutions
of an energy system. They facilitate the understanding of pathways to a future with high levels of
uncertainty and of interactions between various elements of the energy system [9,10]. Therefore,
combining energy scenarios and energy system modelling allows a qualitative and quantitative
interpretation of future developments of the energy system.
Developing possible quantitative and qualitative images of the future requires the systematic
application of scenario techniques and methods [11]. Conducting scenario development systematically
is indispensable, but time-consuming [10]. The resulting scenarios reflect a range of visions for the
future, but are often abstract and unspecific, making it difficult to use them directly in energy system
models. Many studies, in contrast, consider scenarios merely as a way to parameterise models [12].
Thus, there is the need for a pragmatic approach that combines clear visions of the future energy
system, which are easy for all stakeholders to understand, with the use of models able to calculate
quantitative pathways to different future states. Since an integrated approach using only a single
model can hardly capture all the important aspects [13], it seems more suitable to use multiple models
focussing on different aspects of the energy system to provide answers within a complex setting of
uncertain conditions. By using multiple models, modellers can benefit from complementary aspects
and from analysing differences between the models [14]. Using and comparing the results of multiple
models, however, demands a common and consistent set of scenarios. The method presented here
develops a scenario set using a generic approach that can be applied to different research questions
regarding the energy landscape.
We apply the method to develop scenarios for evaluating concepts related to “cellular” energy
systems. By applying the method, a framework scenario is created in which the claimed benefits of a
cellular energy system can be analysed and weighed against its drawbacks. This allows to evaluate the
following research question: To what extent are cellular energy systems suitable and favourable in
different scenarios of energy system development?
Cellular energy systems are a type of decentralised energy system [15]. Decentralised energy
systems (often also referred to as distributed or embedded energy systems [16,17]) are characterised
by small electricity sources or storages that are relatively independent of the main electricity supply
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chain [18,19]. Generation is supposed to occur close to demand in order to reduce network losses
compared to centralised systems [20,21]. Decentralised energy systems are associated with benefits
such as avoiding greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions due to their focus on renewable energy sources
(RES) [22]. Additionally, it is claimed that decentralised energy generation enhances system security
and reliability due to the widespread distribution of electricity sources, which makes the electricity
system less vulnerable and complex [22]. From a socioeconomic perspective, decentralised energy
systems can promote the local value and job creation and increase the environmental commitment of
local actors [23,24] while strengthening local identity [25]. However, decentralised energy systems
also have drawbacks such as higher costs, e.g., due to reduced economies of scale [22], more storage
capacity needed [26] and less efficient use of resources if suboptimal locations for RES are used to
increase regional renewable electricity generation [27].
Cellular energy systems feature many characteristics of decentralised systems, such as the
generation and distribution of electricity on a regional or even local level [15]. However, in cellular
energy systems, there is an emphasis on organising the balancing of demand and supply autonomously
on a regional level before any interaction with adjacent cells or superordinate entities [15,28]. The cellular
approach can be used for different areas in the energy system: Market areas, electricity grids or the
connection and control of flexibility options [29].
This paper is structured as follows. First, we provide a theoretical background on the development
of different scenarios in environmental and energy system research as well as methods of scenario
development (Section 2.1). Additionally, we present models used for scenarios and energy system
research, looking particularly at multi-model approaches (Section 2.2). We also explain the drivers
for developing the approach presented here and identify the target group for which the approach
proposed here can prove to be beneficial (Section 2.3). In the section on methodology, we explain
the challenges in the scenario development process and describe the steps of the method in more
detail (Section 3). In Section 4, we apply our scenario development method to an analysis of cellular
energy systems. The resulting scenario allows the combined and consistent multi-model analysis of
cellular energy systems. Finally, the presented approach is critically reflected (Section 5), followed by
concluding remarks (Section 6).
2. Background and Motivation
2.1. Scenarios and Scenario Development in Energy Research
Different images of the future state of the energy system and options derived from them
shape attitudes in society, and today’s political and economic decisions [5]. Conversely, today’s
decision-making affects future pathways [5]. Thus, developing objective and consistent scenarios is
very important for decision-making in fields like environmental and climate research, but also in the
field of energy system research.
As scenario planning has existed for more than 60 years, there are multiple definitions and types
of scenarios [30]. In Kahn and Wiener’s [31] frequently used definition, scenarios are described as
“hypothetical sequences of events constructed for the purpose of focusing attention on causal processes
and decision points”. This already underlines the importance of identifying decisive factors that
influence the future, as explicitly expressed in [32].
Many authors, such as [32,33], mention the concept of (alternative) “images of the future” when
explaining scenarios—as opposed to extrapolating trends and making prognoses. In contrast, Rotmans
et al. declare that not only the future state or “snapshot” of a system is important in scenario planning,
but that the pathway (scenarios as “dynamic movies” or “sequences of images”) developed to reach it
and the drivers leading to a pathway are equally significant [7].
In our case, the terminology is less important. Our focus is on the approach used to develop
scenarios and the conception of a method for pathways on the one hand, and on “causal processes” [31]
or “identifying factors” [32] on the other hand.
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There are many scenario development methodologies for qualitative scenarios that have already
been reviewed by several authors [6,34–37]. The methodologies can be categorised by the type of
scenario they produce. However, they all systematically follow certain steps in an interactive way.
They start by defining a goal for the scenarios then put together knowledge and identify influencing
factors to create different, consistent and alternative visions of the future [34,38]. Reibnitz presents a
scenario development process consisting of eight steps [11]. It begins with the definition of an objective.
In the subsequent steps, the weaknesses and strengths of a field are analysed, and areas of influence are
identified in order to create scenario alternatives. The method explicitly includes disruptive events and
the deviation of strategies from the scenarios. Several tools are used within the method’s eight steps,
e.g., consistency matrices [11,34]. Godet and Roubelat [39] develop a toolbox, which combines multiple
instruments (workshops, Delphi, cross-impact analysis, multi-criteria decision analysis) to construct
scenarios and long-term planning strategies. The various tools aim at identifying key variables and
consider trends and actors. Subsequently, tools are applied in order to create scenarios from the
gathered information and to assess options [39].
As energy production is embedded in a complex network of dependencies and interactions
and associated with high uncertainties and costs, it is a field in which a multitude of scenarios have
been created [5]. In many of them, scenarios are developed using computational modelling as a core
element. Table 1 shows selected scenarios in climate and energy research. The table does not claim to
be comprehensive but gives an overview of prominent scenarios that have contributed significantly to
developing the method. On the basis of the scenarios listed in Table 1, we also conduct a classification
of existing energy scenarios (see Section 2.3).
While early scenarios like the first and second Report to the Club of Rome [40,41] were motivated
by examining the drivers of resource depletion, from the late 1970s, studies like Leontief et al. [42]
were already quantifying the environmental impacts caused by the need for energy if the world’s
economy grew in line with the scenarios proposed by the authors. Others, such as Häfele et al., already
proposed pathways to a sustainable energy system concerning primary energy sources and secondary
energy carriers [43]. A quantitative approach is common to all the scenarios mentioned, although the
models applied were less complex than those used today.
From the 1990s, researchers working in the framework of the IPCC started developing and
computing climate scenarios and making corresponding impact assessments. The first of them were
the “SA90 Scenarios”, which developed a set of four emission pathways [44]. These were followed by
the “IS92 Scenarios”, six scenarios quantifying the effects of different paths concerning population,
economic growth and technology development [45].
In order to integrate the advantages of qualitative elements, many well-known energy and climate
scenarios also include qualitative narratives in their approach. The IPCC, for example, expanded
its approach for the “Special Report on Emission Scenarios” (SRES, [46]) by combining qualitative
elements with quantitative models. The report consists of 40 scenarios built on four narratives [47].
In its more recent scenarios, the IPCC has integrated qualitative and quantitative elements as well but
has extended its scenario development method even further, as it aims to address the interdependencies
between human decisions, the climate system and climate impacts [48]. The process of developing
the method and the corresponding scenarios was organised as a participatory approach instead of
through the framework of an IPCC Special Report [48,49]. This led to an extensive method, which
was first reviewed and explained by Moss et al. [49] and described in detail in two different special
issues [48,50]. The first special issue by van Vuuren et al. introduced a set of four pathways defining
GHG concentrations, the so-called “Representative Concentration Pathways” (RCPs) [51] and then
quantified them in a set of four papers, which again were supported by four papers. In the second
special issue by Nakicenovic et al., the RCPs were combined with socioeconomic pathways (SSP)
and shared policy assumptions (SPA) [48]. The SSPs can be seen as storylines describing trends in
the evolution of society and natural systems on a global scale [52]. SPAs, specifically defined in
reference [53], summarise policy goals, instruments and political challenges.
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Table 1. Overview of scenarios in the field of environment and energy.
Year

Name of Scenario

Content

Reference

1972 and 1974

1st and 2nd Report to the
club of Rome

Futures studies, which explored the
long-term sustainability of natural
resources

[40,41]

1976

The future of the world
economy

Global projection of the economy using
a mathematical model

[42]

1981

Energy in a finite world

Sustainability of natural resources in the
long term

[43]

1990

IPCC SA90

Common population projection and
two alternative economic development
paths

[44]

1992

IPCC IS92

6 scenarios quantifying different paths
concerning population, economic
growth and technology development

[45]

1995

IPCC Special Report

Evaluation of different emissions
scenarios

[54]

1996

IPCC Special Report on
Emissions Scenarios
(SRES)

40 scenarios based on four qualitative
storylines

[46]

2001

IPCC Third Assessment
Report (TAR)

80 GHG stabilisation scenarios based on
SRES cases

[55]

Since 1977

IEA World Energy
Outlook

Quantitative scenarios focusing on the
worldwide energy system

[56,57]

Since 1938

World Energy Council

Quantitative scenarios focusing on the
worldwide energy system using
storytelling

[58]

Since 1972

Shell Scenarios

Worldwide scenarios covering the
whole economy. Focus on storytelling

[59–61]

2016

EU Reference scenario
2016

EU energy system, transport and GHG
emission trends to 2030

[62]

2019

REFLEX

Analysis of the European energy
system, particularly considering
flexibility and technological progress

[63]

While the IPCC scenarios focus on environment and climate change and are thus less detailed
with regard to aspects of the energy system, others like the World Energy Outlook [56], the World
Energy Scenarios [58] or the EU Reference Scenario [62] use climate scenarios as a basis for more
detailed scenarios that focus specifically on the energy system.
Although the scenarios presented above have a quantitative emphasis, many recent energy
scenarios have in common that a storyline is included as a supplement or even as their main
component (e.g., in the case of the Shell Scenarios [60]). Storylines can be used as one part of the
scenario development process to tackle complex energy questions [64] and facilitate discourse among
stakeholders. Miller et al. [64] argue that approaches based on narrative strategies are a valuable
tool for enhancing societal capacity to meet governance challenges. Nevertheless, Rounsevell and
Metzger [65], who made a comparative summary of scenario storyline methods, emphasise that there
is a large divergence between studies even within the same scenario storyline group.
Since qualitative and quantitative approaches both have strengths and shortcomings, numerous
recent scenarios combine these two approaches [66,67]. Alcamo refers to the meaningful combination of
qualitative narratives with quantitative modelling as a “Storyline and Simulation approach” (SAS, [68]).
According to Alcamo, combining the two can improve the relevance of scenarios, their credibility
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(as it combines computer modelling with qualitative methods) and legitimacy, because stakeholders
can be involved more easily [68]. The drawbacks concern how to integrate qualitative storylines into
quantitative models and the fact that this approach can prove time-consuming [67].
2.2. Multi-Model Energy System Modelling and Model Comparison Approaches
Many of the scenarios presented above rely on models to analyse pathways to the future. For this
reason, this section is devoted to examining the energy system models used for scenario analysis. There
is a broad range of models within the energy modelling community and published in scientific papers.
Since these models focus on distinct aspects of the energy system (technologies, markets, regulatory
framework), they possess different strengths. This is why they are sometimes combined to answer
specific research questions. Comparing their results can provide particular insights. However, it is
difficult to compare the results obtained from different models, because they differ with regard to input
data and the definition of the evaluated concepts and parameters.
According to Möst and Fichtner [69], energy system models can be categorised with regard to
planning horizon, aggregation level, spatial resolution or modelling approach. Alternatively, they
can be clustered into groups according to the research focus set: Energy system optimisation models,
energy system simulation models, power system and electricity market models, and qualitative and
mixed-methods models [10]. Energy system optimisation models are used to describe “possible
evolutions of the energy system”, which are optimal under given restrictions [10]. Examples include
the model family of “MARKAL/TIMES” [70,71] or the “World Energy Model” used by the IEA [56].
Optimisation models describe how a system evolves under given conditions and when optimising a
particular aspect, such as costs. Simulation models, on the other hand, examine the effect of a change
in one part of the energy system to tell us “what could be” to reach a certain goal [72]. Their focus is on
how a system may evolve [10]. Additionally, it is possible to consider actor behaviour in the simulation
process, as demonstrated in the model “PowerACE” [73,74]. Electricity market models are used for
decision-making in utilities due to their ability to consider effects in electricity markets.
Beyond and within these methodological categories, energy system models can differ from each
other in many ways, such as the technologies considered, or their spatial or temporal resolution. Other
distinctions can be made regarding the degree of detail of different sectors (such as heat and transport),
or whether only generation facilities or additional grid infrastructure or demand technologies are
considered. Thus, each model is suitable for a specific range of research questions. Savvidis et al. [75]
describe a metric to quantify the usability of energy models for specific policy research questions.
The analysis shows that only some models are suitable for a wide field, while others cannot answer (or
only answer a few of) a set of research questions, which does not rule out their applicability to more
specific tasks. As there are differences in the models’ structure or assumptions, the models’ results
may vary even when applied to the same research question. This can also be caused by a lack of
transparency or standardisation [75].
When it is necessary to combine the advantages of complementary models for a broader focus
and to cover a larger part of the energy system, model coupling may be appropriate [76]. Models are
coupled by integrating one model’s output into another model’s calculations. With this approach,
also referred to as soft-linking [13], models do not have to be merged or integrated to benefit from
their combined individual strengths. The model coupling has been successfully applied in numerous
research projects. According to Mehigan et al., this could also be a useful tool when evaluating
decentralised (or in our case cellular) energy systems [13].
Different models can, however, also be used to assess the same research question. In this case,
additional value is generated by comparing the modelling results of models with an overlapping
scope. If the aim is to make joint statements, a high level of transparency is essential in order to
interpret deviations between results. A review of recent experiments with multiple models (e.g.,
references [77,78]) shows that development of scenarios with a framework that accounts for the
participating models and their technical requirements is advisable to ensure the comparability of the
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results. In some cases, a joint analysis of the models helps to answer specific research questions. A
harmonised scenario basis supports further analysis of the results. Finally, many studies conclude
that a procedure for comparing the results should be defined in advance in order to facilitate the
evaluation [78]. However, it is important to limit the effort required.
2.3. Categories of Scenario Development and the Need for a New Approach
Having analysed scenarios, scenario development methods and the use of models in scenarios,
we can identify three categories of scenario development approaches. They differ particularly in the
motivation behind the development scenarios and the corresponding methodological focuses.
1.

Global, comprehensive expert scenarios that combine a multitude of scientific disciplines.

2.

These scenarios, such as those of the IPCC reports, are often well known since they address global
issues. They focus on applying methods or even developing new methods to ensure that they
meet certain quality standards and guidelines, which are frequently defined in the first stage of
the study. Quality standards include consistency, reproducibility, relevance (as many stakeholders
from a multitude of disciplines are involved) and legitimacy. These global, high-level expert
scenarios are both quantitative and qualitative. Examples include [46,62,79]. The drawback of
these scenarios is that their development is very time-consuming, resource-intensive and thus
costly. Due to their broad scope, they often remain superficial in terms of reflecting detailed
trends in specific sectors as well as analysing financial implications and regulations.
Pure storytelling scenarios that focus on developing images of the future, e.g., for a certain sector.

3.

These scenarios focus on qualitative elements and narratives in order to define a possible span of
pathways to the future and describe the different drivers and technologies behind the development
of these pathways. Examples include [60,80]. While qualitative methods are pursued thoroughly,
the use of complex quantitative models and proving that they are consistent is secondary.
Detailed modelling research scenarios for more profound analyses.
This kind of research, often organised in research projects, uses scenarios as the background to
allow models to compute more detailed aspects and research questions, such as the security of
supply or market options in very specific regions [63,78,81,82]. Researchers in this field often
use established scenarios [62,79] as the basis for a more detailed scenario framework, because
it is beyond their research focus or financial resources to apply the strict methods necessary to
develop their own scenarios.

Although the three categories identified cover a wide range of scenario development approaches, none
of them meets all the requirements of our project. The research in this paper is part of the demonstration
project “C/sells”, in which more than 60 institutions examine a cellular energy system, exploring
questions such as market design and regulatory framework as well as the technical feasibility and
implementation of a decentralised system in a future energy system. The multi-model/multi-perspective
context requires a consistent framework, in which the models can be embedded.
The mainly quantitative analysis is carried out from multiple perspectives. Therefore, a
multi-model approach using five different models is chosen to answer to a broad spectrum of
research questions. The main task is to design detailed modelling research scenarios (category 3).
However, one objective of the analysis is to support decision-making in energy and environmental
policy. Many different stakeholders are involved, and cellular energy systems contain innovative
(if not disruptive) elements. Consequently, quantitatively-oriented research scenarios have to be
complemented by storytelling scenarios that develop images of future energy systems. This means that
qualitative storytelling elements also have to be included when developing the scenarios (category 2).
To summarise, the “C/sells” project requires storytelling as well as detailed modelling research
scenarios. Its focus is on analysing the impact of new technologies or changing framework conditions,
rather than the scenarios themselves. Thus, we see the necessity to provide an efficient, resource-friendly
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way to develop scenarios that meet the following requirements: Enabling models to jointly answer
a research question, giving a scenario a certain direction and capturing specific questions in the
scenario. The structured method developed in this paper fills this gap: It addresses the need for a
user-friendly scenario development method that combines comprehensive storylines and quantitative
input parameters for divergent energy system models. As a result, it enhances the effectiveness of
research that depends on a consistent multi-model system.
3. Methodology
This section describes our method of developing energy scenarios. In energy system analysis,
research questions often address multiple aspects like supply technologies, markets, the grid and actor
perspectives, rather than only one particular field. Since these aspects exceed the capabilities of a
single model, the use of multiple models is advisable. The quality of scenarios depends not only on
their usability for multiple models but also on the consistency of the relevant assumptions and the
authenticity of the scenario storyline [83]. We highlighted the importance of combining qualitative
storyline design and quantitative parameter definition for energy system models in Section 2.1. To
apply this in a systematic method, we use the findings of Alcamo [68], Rounsvell and Metzger [65]
and Miller et al. [84] with regard to storytelling and storylines, and combine them with Reibnitz’s
approach [11] to designing quantitative scenarios.
One of the aims of this paper is to demonstrate the usefulness of storytelling and narrative scenario
development when combined with quantitative scenarios. Thus, we consider both qualitative and
quantitative aspects of scenario development. In doing so, we not only combine the above-mentioned
existing methods but also develop them further and go beyond them in order to use quantitative
elements for several models.
In the following subsections, we outline our method of developing scenarios that address the
outlined challenges. It consists of a step-by-step approach that is generic and suitable for various
applications. The approach is described schematically in Figure 1. Following the identification of the
areas and factors of influence (Step 1), qualitative and quantitative descriptors are determined (Step 2).
These serve as the basis for developing a qualitative storyline (Step 3) and quantifying the scenario
parameters in coordination with the models’ characteristics (Step 4).
3.1. Identifying Areas and Factors of Influence
The first step in the scenario development process was to identify the areas and factors of influence.
To do this, we conducted an analysis identifying the areas and factors that had a non-negligible
influence on the energy system and other interrelated aspects. The goal was to select areas of influence,
which were—in accordance with reference [11]—aspects with an impact on the functionality and
efficiency of our area of interest, the energy system. This step was independent of considerations
regarding the models used in a later part of the process.
The political framework was a suitable example of an area of influence that affected all kinds of
energy scenarios. It defined the situation for both producers and consumers in the energy system.
In scenarios that addressed the development of electricity demand, for example, it was important to
consider influencing factors from current policies that affected consumer behaviour. For the application
of scenarios analysing investment decisions in new generation technologies, political guidelines
influenced the decision-making process and the investment security of producers. Further examples
for areas of influence were societal trends, socioeconomic aspects or technological developments.
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Figure 1. Schematic depiction of the scenario development method.

3.2. Definition of Descriptors
In the second step, we selected qualitative and quantitative descriptors. Descriptors characterised
the influencing factors defined in the first step by capturing their central constituents. They described
the current state as well as future developments in the areas of influence [11]. Descriptors can affect a
specific area of influence but might affect other areas of influence as well [11]. Typical descriptors for
the above-mentioned area of influence technological developments, for instance, were investment costs
or drivers of technology development. Unlike parameters, descriptors were neutral in order to ensure
that the wording did not predefine the direction in which future trends were assumed to evolve [11].
We defined both qualitative and quantitative descriptors. This ensured that descriptors were not
only suitable for communicating the scenarios and describing the scenario worlds accurately, but for
model input as well. Qualitative descriptors captured unquantifiable elements of a future vision of the
energy system, such as drivers of technological development, while quantitative descriptors could be
converted into parameters more directly, e.g., investment costs.
The identification and determination of descriptors took place in a collaborative process, in the
form of a workshop for example. Participants in this process included modellers and—depending on
the scope of a scenario—other stakeholders. An unbiased person should moderate the process. As a
starting point, all the involved parties suggested descriptors that fit their model-specific features or
that were important within the storyline of a universal energy scenario framework.
After all the necessary descriptors had been identified, the process was split into 2 parts: A narrative
part (the storyline), which included how to describe a future energy world, and a model-oriented
quantitative part. The narrative part (Section 3.3) enabled a qualitative discussion of future energy
worlds. Within the model-oriented quantitative part, the overall quantitative framework was outlined
first, e.g., by defining a CO2 emission reduction path. Then, the modellers identified differences
between their models and captured the requirements of all the models used (Section 3.4). This helped
to ensure consistency between the different models’ results and to ensure that the qualitative parts of
the scenario and their translation into quantitative aspects were plausible.
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3.3. Qualitative Storylines
The narrative storylines described the scenarios qualitatively. Qualitative storylines depicting
the commonalities and differences between scenarios supported the discussion regarding future
developments and scenario design. Formulating qualitative storylines had two objectives: On the one
hand, storylines made the scenarios easier to communicate [68]. On the other hand, we could define
the general direction and ambition of the scenarios.
The storylines were formulated building on the preceding steps. This means we used the areas
of influence and descriptors as a frame to describe potential energy futures. To distinguish possible
pathways, a tendency or direction was assigned to the descriptors, which were formulated neutrally to
start with, i.e., without a direction.
This step of the scenario development process ensured that discourse regarding the configuration
of scenarios was possible among stakeholders [4,68]: The scenarios were applied in energy system
models and developed by modellers with detailed knowledge of the energy system. However, if they
were to have an impact on decision-making, e.g., on a political level, it was important to ensure that the
scenarios were also comprehensive to persons not familiar with energy system modelling. To facilitate
the comprehension of qualitative storylines and to create a common understanding of a possible energy
future, storyline formulation should be accompanied by workshops as well as involving stakeholders
with different backgrounds.
3.4. Model-Oriented Quantitative Description and Parametrisation of the Scenarios
Thus far, we have outlined the selection of areas of influence and descriptors and established the
narrative part of the scenario framework without considering the models that will eventually be used
to conduct scenario analysis. The model-oriented part explained in this section pursued two different
goals. On the one hand, it facilitated comparability of the models involved, as it established a process
to select the relevant descriptors. On the other hand, it produced a consistent quantitative definition
of a scenario. For this purpose, neutral descriptors were used to determine non-neutral parameters.
To obtain a set of all the relevant parameters, all the involved modellers independently analysed
which parameters quantified the descriptors within their models. In doing so, they distinguished
between generic parameters and model-specific input and output parameters. An energy system
modelling example of a generic parameter for the descriptor “transmission system capacity” would
be “interconnector capacity in MW”. Corresponding model-specific parameters could be “thermal
interconnector capacity per year” or “NTC values” on the input side, and “difference in interconnector
capacity per year before and after optimisation” on the output side.
Model-specific matrices summarised the resulting combinations of descriptors, generic parameters
and model-specific parameters. They showed how a descriptor was utilised in a model and how it
translated into a parameter in an explicit and transparent way. This helped to assure and monitor
that there was no bias in the selection of descriptors that might hamper the validity of the scenario
development process.
After obtaining a matrix for each model, we merged them into one single matrix. This is illustrated
in Figure 2. The resulting matrix shows intersections and overlaps in the use of descriptors and
parameters in the models. Thus, it helps to identify a common set of descriptors and parameters
applied by all the models. Descriptors that were only relevant for one or a few models can be used for
sensitivity analyses. Descriptors that had no impact on any of the model calculations were excluded
from this point onwards. The model-matrices A, B and C were merged in Figure 2. The parameters
that were relevant for all models are highlighted in orange, while parameters that were only used by
some of the models are shown in blue.
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Moreover, since the unique selling points of the models were externalised, their benefits and
relevance were clear when discussing the results.
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since the unique selling points of the models were externalised, their benefits and relevance were clear
when discussing the results.
All types of energy system models can apply the approach. If there were substantial differences
regarding the system boundary or technical focus, the models could be divided into subgroups
and scenario development could be performed separately for each. The common storyline should
nevertheless define the scope of research of all the models involved.
In a scenario analysis workflow, this step was followed by allocating values to quantitative
parameters, actual model runs and comparing the results. Actual parameter values were determined
using existing literature on the one hand, and from the narrative of the scenario and its specific scope
on the other. The range of possible quantitative values for parameters depended on the stakeholders
involved, the political assumptions and the ambition level on which a scenario was based. Individual
values for parameters can also be subject to iterative adjustments. These aspects are beyond the scope
of this paper since we focus primarily on identifying the descriptors needed to describe a scenario
in a comprehensive way and on deriving parameters from the descriptors that are applicable by the
models involved.
4. Application of the Scenario Development Method to a Multi-Model Analysis of Cellular
Energy Systems
In Section 3, we described a theoretical method to develop energy scenarios used for a combination
of stakeholder communication and multi-model analysis. In this section, we apply this method within
the German research project “C/sells”, which focuses on the analysis of cellular energy concepts.
Its underlying concept is cellular energy autonomy with high regional stakeholder participation in
regional market structures [86]. Within the research project, different heterogeneous stakeholders
cooperate to demonstrate concepts applying the principle of cellular energy systems [87]. The objective
is to create more efficient communication between network operators and other stakeholders [87].
As outlined in Section 1, cellular energy systems are a type of decentralised energy system with an
emphasis on subsidiarity. The subsidiarity principle, which characterises the coordination on different
hierarchical levels and between different stakeholders and market participants, is a key feature of
cellular energy systems [28]. It could improve the market integration of actors and promote acceptance
and participation even more than other types of decentralised energy systems [28].
However, it is still unclear whether a cellular energy system possesses the promoted benefits.
Given that implementing such a system would necessitate substantial modifications, e.g., in terms of
the market regime and regulatory framework, we derived the following research questions:
•
•

To what extent and under which conditions do cellular energy systems perform well in different
scenarios of energy system development?
Are cellular energy systems efficient in terms of system costs and ecological factors?

The possible future contribution of cellular energy systems is a good test subject for our scenario
development method as a multitude of different stakeholders and energy system-related aspects (e.g.,
technical, socioeconomic and political) are affected. On the one hand, we discuss the possible role of
cellular energy systems with a wide range of stakeholders, such as scientists, citizens, grid operators,
utilities and political decision-makers. On the other hand, the research project has to investigate the
effects on today’s energy system of implementing cellular energy systems. Such a comprehensive
investigation requires a variety of energy models covering different aspects of the energy system and
its transformation.
Following the method outlined in Section 3, we developed a scenario framework for the analysis
of cellular energy systems. We facilitated high stakeholder participation in building the scenarios and
ensured that all the involved energy system models were able to apply them. Additionally, though
beyond the scope of this paper, modelling results were comparable and interpretable based on the set
of parameters developed following the methodological steps.
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4.1. Identifying Areas and Factors of Influence
The objective of identifying areas and factors of influence was to define generic areas or categories
that affected the future development of the energy system. Subsequently, all the areas of influence
were specified by categories we called influencing factors. Table 2 shows examples of areas and
factors of influence in energy systems identified as particularly relevant within the research field. They
were discussed and selected in a collaborative dialogue involving modellers but also a wider set of
stakeholders. “Energy conversion technology development”, for example, refers to technological
advances and technological learning, e.g., in certain power plant technologies or the learning rates for
electricity generation and storage options. Since one goal of the scenario development process is to
evaluate concepts related to cellular energy systems, an important area of influence is “Energy system
organisation”. This area of influence covers many features related to cellular concepts, such as the size
of market areas or the control hierarchy. Moreover, the area of influence “Socioeconomic aspects” is
crucial to the analysis of cellular energy systems: It comprises questions such as participation in specific
actions or the general acceptance of the energy transition. The list of identified areas of influence in
Table 2 is representative for this application, but does not claim to be exhaustive; the same applies to
the influencing factors.
Table 2. Identified areas of influence in the context of cellular energy systems.
Areas of Influence

Influencing Factors

Energy Conversion Technology Development

Technological innovations and breakthroughs

Infrastructure

Electricity grid; gas network; degree of digitalisation

Demand

Demand in sectors; flexibility options

Socioeconomic Aspects

Participation; acceptance; consumer behaviour

Energy System Organisation

Size of market areas; control hierarchy; types of
energy-related products

4.2. Definition of Descriptors
As defined in Section 3, descriptors are a means of characterising the influencing factors defined in
the first step. “Energy conversion technology development” with the influencing factors “generation
technologies” and “technological innovations” is a good example for the gradual breakdown of an
area of influence into descriptors: The qualitative descriptors describe which types of technologies are
available, the drivers of technology expansion as well as assumptions regarding, e.g., large international
PV or hydrogen projects. The quantitative descriptors then describe the assumed development of the
actually available installed capacity per technology as well as the technology-specific investment costs,
for example. We use the same procedure for each area of influence in order to describe the scenario
framework in as much detail as necessary and possible.
Our application considers quantitative and qualitative descriptors of cellular as well as non-cellular
energy systems. Considering both types of system is necessary to capture the fundamental modifications
of energy systems. Some of the descriptors, especially in the area of influence “Energy system
organisation”, are directly linked to the cell concept, such as “cell size”. Others represent the cell
system via crosslinks, such as the level of decision making, which includes the subsidiary principle,
“degree of prosumer participation in local electricity supply concepts” or the “degree of digitalisation”.
Table 3 shows a selection of example areas of influence and the corresponding influencing factors
and descriptors. Our approach allows us to make generic assumptions first, which are then specified
in the following steps. Regarding cellular energy systems, we define the level of control hierarchy
to start with and the interactions between market participants, and then we derive the cell concept
together with additional assumptions. Finally, in the last step, the actual cell size is defined.
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Table 3. Selection of identified descriptors and corresponding areas of influence in the model application.
Areas of Influence

Energy Conversion
Technology
Development

Demand

Infrastructure

Socioeconomic Aspects

Influencing Factors

Qualitative Descriptors

Quantitative Descriptors

Generation technology

Types of generating capacities;
drivers of RES-expansion;
assumptions about international
projects

Installed capacities [MW/a];
RES-feed-in [MWh/a]
technology costs [€/MW];
distance of wind turbines to
closest settlement [m]

Technological
innovations and
breakthroughs

Technological maturity (e.g., of
hydrogen-based industrial
processes)

Installed capacity [MW]

Demand in sectors

Considered sectors (transport,
industry, households)

Annual demand for energy in
the sectors [GWh];
demand profiles

Flexibility options

Diffusion of different flexibility
options and availability for
flexible use

Installed capacity per
flexibility type [MW]

Energy grid
infrastructure

Political decisions regarding
relevant technologies

Transmission system capacity;
interconnector capacity [MW]

ICT infrastructure

Technologies being digitalised;
use cases resulting from
digitalisation of technologies

Degree of digitalisation

Acceptance

Barriers to RES expansion

Share of BEV (Battery electric
vehicle) car owners accepting
flexible load control [%]
Degree of prosumer
participation in local electricity
supply concepts [%]

Participation

Energy System
Organisation

Control hierarchy;
number of cells

Level of decision making;
interactions between market
participants and infrastructure
operators; cell definition and
boundaries

Spatial dimension and location
of energy cell size [number of
participants (supply/demand)]

Markets

Type of markets;
market participants; products (e.g.,
energy, flexibility)

Flexibility offers in a certain
market [GW]; market prices
[Euro/MW]

4.3. Qualitative Storylines
Storylines represent a narrative description of the scenarios. We constructed two different scenarios
to answer the research questions formulated above. The storylines described two heterogeneous
energy futures and the corresponding pathways leading to them. Two energy futures were determined
to create two opposing scenario worlds and analyse elements of cellular energy systems in both of
them. Both worlds have some elements in common but differ in the characteristics of many descriptors.
From a methodological point of view, there are no restrictions with regard to the number of scenarios.
However, in our case, the two scenarios function as “guideposts”.
In the process of creating narrative storylines, each scenario’s ambition level is set from the
beginning. Consequently, the scenarios developed here have a normative nature, in which the future
outcome in terms of climate objectives is already determined [7,38,88]. We, therefore, used a backcasting
approach—in contrast to explorative forecasting methods, which are used to examine which future
state will be reached under certain conditions [5,7]. This approach allows us to analyse different paths
while avoiding a bias stemming from different levels of ambition. As a result of this logic, neither of
the scenarios developed here can be categorised as a “baseline” or “business-as-usual” scenario, as is
the case for many scenario studies [7]. Instead, all scenarios (two—in our example) should be seen as
policy scenarios, which were based on different policy assumptions and evolved in different directions.
However, unlike many other scenarios, which focus on cost and technological features, the
scenarios defined here were additionally based on developments induced by societal trends [89]. An
important example of such a trend with the potential to affect issues of sustainability, value creation
and electricity market design is the emergence of “prosumers”, small consumers, who are beginning to
control and manage their own energy use and often operate their own small generation units [3].

characteristics of the two scenarios using the storylines approach. Using storylines instead of
quantitative descriptors in this step of the process guaranteed that all the stakeholders were able to
discuss possible energy futures, even though not all of them were energy experts. The resulting
storyline of the first scenario, “Reference A”, describes a development that follows current conditions
regarding
decisions and principal actors (cf. Figure 3). This scenario was characterised
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The resulting
storyline of the first scenario, “Reference A”, describes a development that follows current conditions
regarding investment decisions and principal actors (cf. Figure 3). This scenario was characterised by
large-scale electricity generation technologies, centralised markets and hierarchical control structures.
The second scenario world, “Reference B”, describes a future with a higher penetration or a stronger
impact of smart digital infrastructure. Small-scale technologies for power generation or provision of
demand flexibility are more incentivised in this scenario world. However, both scenarios guaranteed
the same level of CO2 reductions. While large-scale offshore wind parks, hydrogen facilities and sector
coupling guaranteed the achievement of the climate goals in “Reference A”, a high share of small-scale
RES-E and a high degree of flexibility reached the same goals in “Reference B”.
We decided not to create a “Cellular energy system scenario”. Instead, elements of cellular
energy systems were tested in both scenarios in order to derive statements regarding the effect of this
concept on different energy futures. Our intention was to analyse the efficiency of cellular concepts
independently in two likely future worlds. However, some cell-related descriptors differ strongly
between the scenarios. This concerns, in particular, the decentralised tendencies in market structure
and control hierarchy and strong stakeholder participation, which are key parts of the concept of
cellular energy systems. For example, in a world with decentralised tendencies (scenario “Reference
B”), complexity increases due to the larger number of plants. Therefore, a concept that supports
the control of a large number of installations might have a greater impact in this scenario than in
“Reference A”.
4.4. Model-Oriented Quantitative Description and Parametrisation of the Scenarios
In the last part of our scenario method application, we constructed model matrices containing
the qualitative description of the scenario. We conducted several workshops with all the energy
system modellers that were moderated by a neutral person. Within the Project “C/sells”, we used
five energy system models to answer questions regarding the systemic effects of cellular concepts:
Four linear optimisation models and one agent-based simulation model. The models differed in their
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basic structure, outputs and research focus: One analyses the use of flexibility options within multiple
electricity markets, while others calculate the optimal power plant investments. Furthermore, some of
the models optimised power plant dispatch in terms of electricity grid structures. The agent-based
approach was able to consider the behaviour of prosumers. All the models used depicted the energy
system but differed in their system boundaries and the level of detail of different technologies, flexibility
options and sectors.
Table 4 shows an example of a model-specific matrix (please note that Table 4 only shows part
of a full model matrix, since showing a full matrix would require several pages due to the long list
of parameters). The left part of the matrix lists generic parameters for each descriptor that are not
dependent on a specific model. The right part of the matrix contains the model-specific input and
output parameters.
Table 4. Extraction of a model-specific matrix containing information on how descriptors are captured
in the models used.
Areas of influence

Energy Conversion
Technology
Development

Generic
Descriptor

Annual demand
for energy in the
sectors [GWh]
Demand profiles

Relative load profile [-]

Installed capacity
per flexibility type
[MW]

Installed capacity [MW]

Cost of flexibility

Costs [€/kW; €/kWh]

Market prices

Fuel prices
[€/kWhthermal ]

Fuel prices per fuel and year

Fuel use per fuel and
year

Cell definition and
boundaries

Capacity available for
regional balancing

Flexible demand on a
regional market [MW;
MWh/h], available regional
generation [MW; MWh/h]

Share of electricity
balanced regionally [%]

Installed capacities
[MW]
Technology costs
Efficiency

Demand

Energy System
Organisation

Model-Specific
Model Input
Model Output

Parameter
Installed generation
capacity in the base year
[MW]
Cost [€/kW; €/kWh] for
all technologies
considered
Efficiency [%] for all
technologies considered
Electricity demand
[TWh/a]; total load
[GW/h]

Installed generation capacity
in the base year [MW]

New generating
capacities build [MW]

Investment and variable
costs per technology and
year [Euro/MW; Euro]
Efficiencies per technology
and year [%/a]
Electricity demand induced
by sector [GWh]

Resulting total load
[GW/h]

Electricity demand profiles
of industry, household and
tertiary sector
Storage capacities [MW];
DR-technologies [MW;
MWh];
curtailment restrictions
Costs [€/kW; €/kWh] per
flexibility type

Load profile after
flexibility optimisation
[GW/h]
Investment of flexibility
options [Euro/MW];
dispatch of flexibility
options

Input parameters for the descriptor “Energy conversion technology development” are investment
costs (in a certain year) or efficiency ratios (e.g., for power plants). The amount of flexible demand
within a region is an input parameter for the descriptor “Cell definition and boundaries”. This matrix
(Table 4) also contains a column “Model Output”, i.e., information about the characteristics of the
respective model’s results (result format, system boundaries, mathematical formulation, model type)
in order to improve comparability. Analysing the actual modelling results is, however, outside the
scope of this methodology paper.
5. Discussion and Limitations
The scenario development method presented can be used in research projects in the field of energy
system modelling, which require a high level of stakeholder participation. The resulting scenarios
make it possible to address very specific research questions. At the same time, due to their qualitative
elements, they facilitate the discourse with different stakeholders and thus support decision-making.
In Section 2.3, we identified three motivations for developing energy scenarios: Global,
comprehensive expert scenarios, pure storytelling scenarios and detailed modelling research scenarios.
Scenarios developed with our method have to be part of the third category but also feature storytelling
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parts. Pure storytelling scenario approaches (e.g., [11,39,60,80]) combine elaborate but time-consuming
instruments like stakeholder workshops, expert Delphi, multi-criteria decision analysis and cross-impact
balance analysis [91]. They are, therefore, likely to provide sophisticated results in terms of identifying
suitable areas of influence and ensure consistency between different scenarios as well as between
descriptors, but the process of scenario development is very time-consuming. The latest IPCC scenarios
([46] as well as [48–50]), for example, combine the development of consistent storylines with the use
of models and embed this in an extensive series of workshops and research papers. Even though
their level of detail in energy system modelling is rather limited, the aforementioned scenarios are
certainly to be rated higher than the scenarios created using the method proposed in this paper in
terms of relevance, legitimacy or credibility, the factors identified as success criteria for scenarios [68].
In addition, the IPCC scenario development process lasts several years and is very resource consuming.
The strength of our method, on the other hand, is its clearly structured development process that
provides a useful set of descriptors, while remaining simple and easy to conduct. With a reasonable
use of resources in terms of time and effort, it generates scenarios applicable in multiple models and
facilitates the discussion and communication of visions of the future.
The method developed here allows researchers to design scenarios for energy system analysis.
While the models considered in this process are heterogeneous in terms of type (simulation vs.
optimisation) or geographical resolution, they are all categorised as energy system models. This
limits the need to adjust scenarios with regard to the models involved. It is not necessary to define
an extensive landscape of models, as proposed by Trutnevyte et al. [67]. However, the evaluation of
innovative use cases with the method developed here could be enriched by integrating a wider variety
of models into the scenario analysis. Increasing the number of models involved increases the number of
aspects that can be assessed. Additionally, there is the possibility to couple models within the scenario
development process. Both approaches, integrating a higher number of models or model-coupling, are
ways of expanding the range of futures considered [67] and can add more details and insights. In such
a case, the approach developed and the identification of common descriptors reached their limits (due
to a much wider scope of the models involved) and would have to be extended.
Our approach is based on a collaborative process, in which we identify areas and factors of
influence as well as the descriptors needed to describe an energy world in qualitative and quantitative
terms. However, the process does not depend on the specific models to be used. Instead, its focus is on
the development of consistent scenarios. Thus, the method’s starting points are areas of influence and
descriptors and not specific model parameters. For this reason, some descriptors might need to be
implemented in an unusual way for particular models.
Maintaining the comparability of input data can lead to a situation in which modellers need to
simplify some elements of the models that are capable of incorporating and examining an aspect in a
very precise way. This reduces complexity but might also reduce insights. We advise compensating
such losses by running additional model-specific sensitivity calculations outside the consistent
scenario framework.
When developing pathways towards a future state of a system, scenarios have proven particularly
effective in describing incremental changes and their interactions. This is one of the focal points of the
scenarios developed here. However, van Notten et al. [30] criticise such scenarios because they do not
consider unexpected events or disruptive societal changes. Unforeseen changes lead to discontinuities
in the design of scenarios. In recent years, however, it can be observed that certain occurrences
can trigger reactions and trends within societies that have a strong influence on policy-making. An
example of this is the Fukushima nuclear disaster. In contrast to other scenario development processes
(e.g., [58]), such disruptive changes are not covered by the method developed in this paper. Therefore,
integrating discontinuities might be a possible extension to the scenario development method, which
could enhance the robustness of the scenarios.
Another aspect to be considered in the context of analysing cellular energy systems is that,
although the decentralisation of the energy system is already underway, it is not yet clear to what
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extent the entire system will be transformed. One of the scenarios developed in Section 3.3 assumes the
integration of cellular structures into a centralised energy system. In this case, cellular energy systems
might be seen as a disruptive innovation, i.e., not emerging from existing structures, markets and
infrastructures. However, the current set of areas of influence and descriptors is tailored to existing
structures and their progressive transformation. Therefore, if cellular energy systems emerged not as a
result of the ongoing transformation but suddenly and abruptly, e.g., due to political decisions, both
the storyline and the quantitative descriptors would have to be adapted.
The presented method increases the transparency of model runs and results because it reveals
the input and output parameters and the relevant formats used to design a consistent parameter set.
The objective is not to harmonise the models in order to benefit from their complementary capabilities.
Nevertheless, the models are “black boxes” regarding the internal processing of data. This might give
rise to a situation in which discrepancies between results cannot be sufficiently explained using input
data. This issue might be solved by integrating open model principles into the scenario development
process. However, some institutions are—for various reasons—not always able or willing to make
their model accessible to the public. In such a case, comparing models and enhancing a model’s degree
of transparency and its results is at least facilitated by applying the method presented here.
6. Conclusions
The aim of this study was to present a method of developing energy scenarios with a variety of
stakeholders, which were easy to communicate on the one hand and easy to use in a multi-model
environment on the other hand. We applied the developed method to scenarios analysing cellular
energy systems. The process-oriented method consists of four steps (cf. Section 3), which guarantee
that we obtain a scenario framework consisting of qualitative as well as quantitative aspects:
•
•

Step 1: Identifying areas and factors of influence: An analysis is conducted to identify the areas and
factors that have a non-negligible influence on the energy system and other interrelated aspects.
Step 2: Definition of descriptors: For the areas and factors of influence identified in step one,
qualitative and the quantitative descriptors are selected, which capture their current state and
future developments.
Once the descriptors have been selected, the process is split into two separate parts:

•
•

Step 3: Formulation of qualitative storylines: A qualitative narrative is developed in order to
facilitate understanding of the scenario pathways among stakeholders from different backgrounds.
Step 4: Model-oriented specification: Model matrices with suitable parameters are elaborated.
Overlapping descriptors and corresponding parameters are identified.

When applying this method to the analysis of cellular energy system concepts, it results in two
normative energy scenarios, one with a focus on small-scale technologies, and another with large-scale
installations as the energy system’s backbone. However, the number of scenarios is not necessarily
limited to two. The step-by-step process of defining descriptors, qualitative storylines and quantitative
model specifications using descriptor matrices is justified by the need for a high degree of stakeholder
involvement in the scenario design as well as the heterogeneity of the models used to assess similar
research questions. The energy scenarios developed using this method can be used by different types
of energy system models, but also to support a discourse of experts and stakeholders. Based on the
model matrix, researchers with differing system boundaries are also able to compare their results.
The model-matrix is, therefore, a suitable tool for modellers to discuss their approaches on a common
basis and to identify necessary adjustments to their models.
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